RELIABILITY
AFFORDABILITY
PRODUCTIVITY

UNDERCARRIAGE CHOICES

STRUCTURE COLORS
COLOR SAMPLES

*For other colors please check the ISTOBAL available color chart

FRICTION MATERIAL COLORS

AZL

AZ2

Sky Blue
BL1

NA1

Bright Red Orange
AZJ

Ultramarine Blue

Graphite Black
RO6

Dusty Grey
VE1

Strawberry Red

Pine Green

A time proven modern design, our clear splash
guards protect your wash bay from getting dirty
in a smart attractive manner. Splash guards
can also be integrated with safety systems for
narrow wash bays!

IMAGE

VE2

Cobalt Blue

Anthracite Grey

Sapphire Blue
GR1

VI2

GR7

SPLASH GUARDS

AZ3

NE1

Pure White

Centered vehicle length underchassis wash
guides customers into the bay and saves time
by activating during the wash. Traditional drive
over versions also available - your choice!

Blue Lilac

AM5

Sulphur Yellow

Yellow Green

VE3

Signal Green

WASH DIMENSIONS

WASH HEIGHT
WASH WIDTH
RAILS
MACHINE WIDTH*
MAX. MACHINE WIDTH*
TOTAL MACHINE HEIGHT
** Includes
Includes
energy chain
energy chain

2,300mm / 7’6”
2,700mm / 8’10”
10,000mm / 32’9”

4,258mm / 13’11”
4,512mm / 14’8”
3,087mm / 10’8”
All measurements in millimeters, feet & inches.

ISTOBAL, USA
1100 PAGE ST.
BRISTOL, VA, 24201
T 800-336-8795 • F 276-466-3921

www.istobalusa.com
www.istobal.com

Simple, clean straight lines for our basic
covers, functional, protective and attractive for

All measurements in millimeters, feet & inches.

INTRODUCING THE M’SMART
UNMATCHED VALUE IN THE VEHICLE WASH INDUSTRY

MAXIMUM SAFETY
Redundant technologies including photo cells, amperage
sensing and touch pads are used to create the safest
washing environment in the industry today.
Increased memory and the new CPU means less wires,
smaller cables and less connections.

EFFECTIVE DRYING
Everything has a beginning and that is why with the new M’SMART we have decided to go back to
and technological features expected of a 21st century wash machine.
M’START is a rollover designed for wash facilities with a capacity of 400 to 1200 vehicles a month
and is the perfect machine for those wishing to start off in the vehicle wash business in the most

or narrow bays. Consult with your ISTOBAL sales
professional.

PERFECT BRUSH CONTROL
Industry leading pneumatic & amperage sensing
system creates instantaneous brush adjustments to

Dryer 12 kW (2 x 3 kW Vertical + 2 x 3 kW Horizontal
dryer nozzle plus vehicle scanning and optional diffuser
to achieve a better dry on the rear of the vehicle The best
Part is these Dryers are super quiet...Only 71 Decibels

the shape of the vehicle safely and perfectly applying
The enhanced system provides for thorough yet gentle

WHEEL SCRUBS

cleaning on the rocker panels as well as the area where
the side and roof meet.
Precise control greater stability perfect results!

SPACIOUS WASHING AREA
Industry leading washing width of 8’ 10” (107 inches).
Industry leading standard washing height of 8’ 4”
(88 inches)!
Optional model 9’ 6” washing height washes even

Counter rotating wheel scrubbers constructed of a new
Hybrid and combination models are available
stainless
frame
withand
threemedium
vibration(275
absorbing
with
highsteel
(1200
PSI)
PSI) joints!

Sprinters

MEDIUM PRESSURE OPTIONS

conserving, reclaim friendly pumping systems
designed for use on our rollover’s. They provide greater
combine high pressure water with numerous
accuracy and maximum reliability.
your business.

A MULTITUDE OF OPTIONS

The innovative “on board” system of the M’SMART
Medium Pressure pumping system is mounted ondaord in
In the column. This means various Medium pressure options
are available without the high extra cost involved in
installing this type of pump externally in the Equipment
Room.

High shine wax with polish, foam, chemical prewash
and wheelwash, are just a few of the options
available for equipping your M’SMART rollover. With
them, you can offer a gentle but effective wash and
high quality wash programs with a reduced water
consumption.

